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Introduction 

EcuTek RaceROM is a package of special software features that can be installed into the ECU of 
the supported vehicles. You simply open your ECU ROM file using EcuTek software, apply the 
RaceROM Feature File (Patch) to it, adjust the RaceROM maps as necessary, and then program 
the ROM file into the vehicle. 
 
Please read the RaceROM Feature File Guide for info on how RaceROM works, how to install 
and uninstall RaceROM feature files, and further hints and tips. 
 
This manual will explain all the Subaru specific RaceROM features, excluding the Subaru BRZ. 
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Overview 

This section gives a brief description of the RaceROM features for the Subaru electronic throttle 
models. More detailed information is available later in this document. 

Map Switching 

The Map Switching feature allows you to define two different calibrations in the ECU ROM. The 
driver can switch between the calibrations at the press of a button. It is envisaged that this feature 
will be used to provide an economical calibration for everyday road use and a maximum 
performance calibration for use at the track. For this reason, we refer to the two calibrations as 
“Road Mode” and “Race Mode”. 
 
Alternatively you could use this feature to provide two calibrations optimised for different grades of 
fuel. Or you could provide a low performance “Valet Mode”, an “Emissions Test” mode, or even an 
“Anti-Theft Mode” that doesn’t allow the engine to start. 
 
This feature can be integrated with Subaru’s SI drive system, where fitted, or can provide SI drive 
type functionality to vehicles that do not have it. It can also be integrated with the "Eco" mode on 
some vehicles. 
 
The Map Switching feature can also be used as a trigger to activate other RaceROM features. For 
example: the Launch Control, Flat Foot Shift and Autoblip features can each be configured to 
operate in either "Road" mode, "Race" mode, or both.  
 

Per Gear Boost Control 

The Per Gear Boost Control feature allows you to define a separate boost calibration for each 
gear. This can be used to provide a higher boost level in lower gears for rapid acceleration while 
maintaining the standard boost level for cruising in the higher gears. 

Per Gear Fuel Enrichment 

The Per Gear Enrichment feature allows you to run leaner AFR in lower gears during rapid 
acceleration and a richer AFR in higher gears for prolonged driving at higher speed.  

Per Gear Rev Limits 

The Per Gear Rev Limits feature allows you to define different rev limits for each gear. By setting a 
higher rev limit in lower gears you may be able to reduce the number of gearshifts required in 
attaining a given speed. Eg. 0-60mph or 0-100km/h tests. 

Speed Density 

The Speed Density feature changes the way that mass airflow is calculated. When SD mode is 
activated, the ECU will disregard the MAF sensor reading and calculate mass airflow based on 
Engine Speed, Manifold Pressure and Air Temperature instead. This allows you to remove the 
MAF sensor and fit a larger intake if desired. 
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Launch Control 

The Launch Control feature limits maximum RPM during launch in an attempt to control wheel spin 
and allow the fastest possible take off. 

 

Flat Foot Shifting 

The Flat Foot Shifting feature allows the driver to up-shift without lifting his foot from the 
accelerator pedal. This helps to avoid a drop in boost pressure and corresponding loss of power 
while shifting gear. 

 

Auto Blip 

The Auto Blip feature applies a short burst of throttle when the driver is down-shifting under 
braking. This raises the RPM to keep the engine operating within its power band and provides a 
smooth entry into the lower gear by reducing engine braking. 
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Configuration 

Custom Feature Control Maps 

 
Go to the ‘Maps’ Tab, expand ‘EcuTek RaceROM Maps’. This will show you all of the maps 
that have been added by the RaceROM Feature File.  
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Map Switching Feature 

Method of Operation 

The Map Switching feature is enabled by the checkboxes in the ‘MS enable’ map. When this 
feature is operational, the ECU can be programmed with two different calibrations and the 
driver can switch between them. We refer to these calibrations as “Road” mode and “Race” 
mode. 
 
In “Road” mode, the ECU will use the original ECU maps for Fuelling, Ignition Timing, Boost, 
Wastegate, VVT, Accelerator Response and Rev Limit. 
 
In “Race” mode the ECU will use the new maps described below. 
 
We have tried to ensure that the ECU will remain in the chosen mode when the ignition is 
turned off. This is not always possible and some older vehicles will default back to "Road" 
mode when the ignition is turned off. 
 
The Map Switching Feature will default back to “Road” mode if the vehicle battery is 
disconnected, or an ECU reset is performed. 

Switching between Road and Race mode. 

The driver can toggle between “Road” and “Race” modes by turning on the rear window 
demist switch while holding the accelerator to the floor. 
 
The check engine light will flash to indicate which mode has been set: 

 One Long Flash means that the vehicle is now in “Road” mode. 

 Eight Short Flashes means that the vehicle is now in “Race” mode. 

Integration with Subaru SI Drive 

For vehicles fitted with Subaru’s SI Drive system, the “Race Mode” can be automatically 
activated when the driver sets the SI control to the “Sport #” position. This feature is enabled 
by the ‘Engage race mode in Sport# SI mode’ checkbox. In this situation, the Check Engine 
light does not flash to indicate the current Map Switch mode. 
 
For simplicity, we suggest that on cars fitted with SI drive, you use ‘Engage race mode in 
Sport# SI mode’ in preference to ‘Switch mode on full throttle + defog switch’ and do not 
enable them both at the same time. 
 
When the ECU is in ‘Race’ mode, it will always use the ‘Accel Pedal to Desired Torque 
Sport#’ map for calculating accelerator response, even if the SI knob is in a different mode 
and you have engaged the Race mode using the “full-throttle + defog” method. 
 
Do not enable the ‘Engage race mode in Sport# SI mode’ checkbox on vehicles without an SI 
Drive knob. 

Integration with Eco Switch 

For vehicles fitted with an ECO switch, the “Race Mode” can be made to activate when the 
driver turns the ECO switch off. This feature is enabled by the ‘Engage Race Mode when 
ECO switch is off’ checkbox. In this situation, the Check Engine light does not flash to 
indicate the current Map Switch mode. 
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The “Race Mode” does not get engaged when the ECO light automatically switches off due 
to uneconomical driving style. Race Mode will only be engaged if the driver turns off the ECO 
switch. 
 
Do not enable the ‘Engage Race Mode when ECO switch is off’ checkbox on vehicles without 
an ECO switch. 

Integration with Per Gear Boost Control Feature 

Per Gear Boost Control can be enabled in either “Road”, “Race”, or both modes.  
 
When the Per Gear Boost Control feature is enabled, the original ECU boost and wastegate 
maps are only used when the gearstick is in Neutral. Each Map Switch mode has its own 
separate set of per-gear boost and wastegate maps. 
 
When Per Gear Boost Control is NOT enabled, “Road” mode will use the original ECU boost 
and wastegate maps. “Race” mode will use the “PGB Race Mode 1st” boost and wastegate 
maps in ALL gears. 

Integration with Launch Control, Flat Foot Shifting and Auto Blip 

The Launch Control, Flat Foot Shifting and Auto Blip features can be independently enabled 
in either “Road”, “Race” or both modes. 

Logging 

The “SI Drive Mode” diagnostic parameter can be used to log the current map switch mode. 
On vehicles that do not have SI Drive, the data logger will report “Intelligent” if the vehicle is 
in “Road” mode or “Sport” if the vehicle is in “Race” mode. 

Related Maps 

1 Special Features\Enable Road/Race Map Switching 
This map holds the checkboxes that enable the Map Switching feature. 

 
2 Fuelling\Lo Det Fuel Map Race 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Lo Det Fuel” map. 
 
3 Fuelling\Hi Det Fuel Map Race 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Hi Det Fuel” map. 
 
4 Fuelling\Fuel Base Map Race 

This map is used in "Race" mode instead of the original ECU "Fuel Base" map on 
vehicles that use the Base+Enrichment fuelling strategy. 
 

5 Fuelling\Fuel Enrichment Race 
This map is used in "Race" mode instead of the original ECU "Fuel Enrichment" map on 
vehicles that use the Base+Enrichment fuelling strategy. 

 
6 Ignition Timing\Ignition Base Map Race 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Ignition Base” map. 
 
7 Ignition Timing\Ignition Advance Race 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Ignition Advance” map. 
 
8 Cam Timing\Intake\Intake Cam Adv. - Race 
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This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Intake Cam Advance” 
map. 

 
9 Cam Timing\Exhaust\Exhaust Cam Adv. - Race 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Exhaust Cam Adv” map. 
 
10 Torque Calculations\Accelerator to Torque\Accel Pedal to Desired Torque - Race 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Accel Pedal to Desired 
Torque” map(s). 
 

11 Fuelling\Closed Loop\Closed Loop AFR Race 
This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Closed Loop AFR” 
map(s). 
 

12 Limiters\Per Gear Rev Limits\Per Gear Rev Limits race 
This map is used to define the rev limits for each gear in race mode. If Per Gear Rev 
Limits is not enabled, then the 1st gear limit will be used. 

 
13 Boost Control\Desired Boost\Per Gear\Road\Desired Boost Road 1st 

This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Desired Boost” map. If the 
“Per Gear Boost Control” feature is enabled then the additional maps for 2nd through 6th 
gears will also be used. 
 

14 Boost Control\Wastegate Duty\Per Gear\Road\WG Duty Initial Road 1st 
This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Initial Wastegate Duty” 
map. If the “Per Gear Boost Control” feature is enabled then the additional maps for 2nd 
through 6th gears will also be used. 
 

15 Boost Control\Wastegate Duty\Per Gear\Road\WG Duty Max Road 1st 
This map is used in “Race” mode instead of the original ECU “Max Wastegate Duty” 
map. If the “Per Gear Boost Control” feature is enabled then the additional maps for 2nd 
through 6th gears will also be used. 
 

16 Limiters\Vehicle Speed\Veh. Speed based Throttle Angle Limiter Race 
This map is used in "Race" mode instead of the original ECU "Veh. Speed based 
Throttle Angle Limiter". 
 

17 Fuelling\Per Ger Enrichment\PGE Enrichment Race Mode 
This map is used in "Race" mode to enrich the fuelling on a per gear basis. 
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Per Gear Boost Control Feature 

Method of Operation 

The Per Gear Boost Control feature is enabled by the ‘Enable Per Gear Boost Control’ 
checkboxes in the ‘PGB enable’ map. When this feature is enabled, the ECU will use 
separate Boost and Wastegate maps for each gear. 

Gear Determination 

The ECU determines which gear it is in by dividing vehicle speed by rpm and matching the 
result against the ‘Gear Thresholds’ map. The units of this map are in km/h per 1000 rpm. 
Experience has shown that the default values in this map do not always identify the gear 
correctly. For best results, we recommend that you log the “Vehicle Speed”, “RPM” and 
“Gear Position” parameters and modify this map appropriately. 
 
On vehicles fitted with Automatic Transmissions, gear determination may be unpredictable 
when the Torque Converter is unlocked. 

Integration with Map Switching Feature 

Separate sets of Boost and Wastegate maps are provided for the “Road” and “Race” modes. 

Integration with Eco Switch 

When Per Gear Boost Control is enabled, the PGB boost maps are used in preference to the 
ECO boost maps. If you wish to retain the Eco functionality, we recommend using the Map 
Switch feature to “engage Race mode when the Eco switch is OFF”, and then only enable 
Per Gear Boost in Race mode. This will enable the Eco boost maps when the Eco switch is 
on, and the Per Gear Boost maps when the Eco switch is off. 

Alternative Implementation 

A small number of older ECUs (eg. USA 2004 STi AJ240) are not compatible with our 
standard Per Gear Boost system described above. For these vehicles, we have developed 
an alternative system that uses the original tables for “Road” mode and a separate set for 
“Race” mode. A per-gear compensation factor can then be applied to these tables in order to 
achieve per-gear boost control.  

Related Maps 

1 Boost Control\Per Gear\Enable Per Gear Boost 
This map holds the checkbox that enables the Per Gear Boost Control Feature. 

 
2 Boost Control\Desired Boost\Per Gear\Race\Desired Boost Race 1stt 

This map is used instead of the original Desired Boost map when the vehicle is in 1st 
Gear and the Map Switch feature is in ‘Race’ mode. Similar maps are provided for 2nd 
through to 6th gears for both ‘Road’ and ‘Race’ modes. There are 12 “PGB Desired 
Boost” maps in total. 

 
3 Boost Control\Wastegate Duty\Per Gear\Race\WG Duty Initial Race 1st 

This map is used instead of the original Initial Wastegate Duty map when the vehicle is 
in 1st Gear and the Map Switch feature is in “Race” mode. Similar maps are provided for 
2nd through to 6th gears for both ‘Road’ and ‘Race’ modes. There are 12 “PGB Initial 
Wastegate Duty” maps in total. 

 
4 Boost Control\Wastegate Duty\Per Gear\Race\WG Duty Max Race 1st 
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This map is used instead of the original Max Wastegate Duty map when the vehicle is in 
1st Gear and the Map Switch feature is in “Race” mode. Similar maps are provided for 
2nd through to 6th gears for both ‘Road’ and ‘Race’ modes. There are 12 “PGB Max 
Wastegate Duty” maps in total. 
 

5 Boost Control\Desired Boost\Per Gear\Desired Boost per gear compensation 
This map is used by the alternative implementation of PGB. It specifies a per-gear 
compensation factor to be applied to the base Desired Boost map. 
 

6 Boost Control\Wastegate Duty\Per Gear\WG Duty Initial per gear compensation 
This map is used by the alternative implementation of PGB. It specifies a per-gear 
compensation factor to be applied to the base Initial Wastegate Duty map. 
 

7 Boost Control\Wastegate Duty\Per Gear\WG Duty Max per gear compensation 
This map is used by the alternative implementation of PGB. It specifies a per-gear 
compensation factor to be applied to the base Max Wastegate Duty map. 
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Per Gear Fuel Enrichment Feature 

Method of Operation 

The Per Gear Fuel Enrichment feature is enabled by the Fuelling\Per Ger Enrichment\Enable 
Per Gear Enrichment’ checkbox. When this feature is enabled, the ECU will apply a fuelling 
adjustment based on gear position and RPM. 
 
The enrichment is only applied when MAP exceeds a preset threshold. 

Gear Determination 

The ECU determines which gear it is in by dividing vehicle speed by rpm and matching the 
result against the ‘Gear Thresholds’ map. The units of this map are in km/h per 1000 rpm. 
Experience has shown that the default values in this map do not always identify the gear 
correctly. For best results, we recommend that you log the “Vehicle Speed”, “RPM” and 
“Gear Position” parameters and modify this map appropriately. 
 
On vehicles fitted with Automatic Transmissions, gear determination may be unpredictable 
when the Torque Converter is unlocked. 

Integration with Map Switching Feature 

Separate sets of Per Gear Rev Enrichment maps are provided for the “Road” and “Race” 
modes. 

Related Maps 

1 Fuelling\Per Gear Enrichment\Enable Per Gear Enrichment 
This map holds the checkbox that enables the Per Gear Enrichment feature. 
 

2 Fuelling\Per Gear Enrichment\PGE Enrichment Road Mode 
This map holds the enrichments for each gear in “Road” mode. 
 

3 Fuelling\Per Gear Enrichment\PGE Enrichment Race Mode 
This map holds the enrichments for each gear in “Race” mode. 
 

4 Fuelling\Per Gear Enrichment\PGE MAP Threshold 
The per gear enrichment is applied when MAP exceed this threshold. 
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Per Gear Rev Limits Feature 

Method of Operation 

The Per Gear Rev Limits feature is enabled by the ‘Enable Per Gear Rev Limit’ checkboxes 
in the ‘enable LC/FFS/AB/PGRL map. When this feature is enabled, the ECU will use 
separate rev limits for each gear. 
 
The upper rev limit (fuel cut) is defined in the “Per Gear Rev Limits Road” map in “Road” 
mode and “Per Gear Rev Limits Race” map in “Race” mode. The top value is for 1st gear, the 
next is for 2nd gear, etc. The bottom value is for 6th gear. 
 
The lower rev limit (fuel resume) is calculated by subtracting the value of “Per Gear Rev Limit 
Hysteresis” from the upper limit. For example, if the upper limit for the current gear is 7000 
and the hysteresis is 100 then the lower limit will be 6900. 

Gear Determination 

The ECU determines which gear it is in by dividing vehicle speed by rpm and matching the 
result against the ‘Gear Thresholds’ map. The units of this map are in km/h per 1000 rpm. 
Experience has shown that the default values in this map do not always identify the gear 
correctly. For best results, we recommend that you log the “Vehicle Speed”, “RPM” and 
“Gear Position” parameters and modify this map appropriately. 
 
On vehicles fitted with Automatic Transmissions, gear determination may be unpredictable 
when the Torque Converter is unlocked. 

 

Integration with Map Switching Feature 

Separate sets of Per Gear Rev Limit maps are provided for the “Road” and “Race” modes. 
When Per Gear Rev Limits are not enabled, “Road” mode will use the original ECU rev limit, 
“Race” mode will the 1st gear value of the “Per Gear Rev Limit Race” map in all gears. 
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Speed Density Feature 

Method of Operation 

The Speed Density feature is enabled by 
selecting the checkbox in the Speed Density 
Enable map. 
 

 
When this feature is active, the ECU will ignore the reading from the Mass Airflow sensor and 
will calculate mass airflow as follows: 
 

 Estimated mass airflow is calculated from RPM, Manifold Pressure, Charge Air 
Temperature, and VE (read from the Speed Density Volumetric Efficiency map) 

 This value is then multiplied by an adjustment factor selected from the 2D “Speed 
Density Temperature Compensation” map based on Intake Air Temperature.  

 This is then multiplied by a value selected from the 2D "Speed Density Throttle Delta 
Compensation" map, resulting in a mass airflow value in grams/second. 

 

 

Removal of MAF sensor (optional) 

It is expected that this feature will be used in applications where you wish to replace the MAF 
sensor with a custom intake. If you remove the MAF sensor, you must go to the “Enabled 
Diagnostic Trouble Codes” map and disable the codes relating to MAF sensor errors. If you 
do not disable these codes then the ECU will detect a “Mass Airflow sensor failure” and use 
its fallback processing instead of the Speed Density feature. 
 
The Subaru intake air temperature sensor is built into the MAF sensor. If you remove the 
MAF sensor itself, then you must fit a replacement intake air temperature sensor. If an 
aftermarket air temp sensor is fitted, then be sure to rescale the “Air Intake Temperature 
Sensor Scaling” map. 
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This sensor can be fitted in the intake manifold measuring charge air temperature, rather 
than intake air temperature if required. Remember to change any intake air temperature 
compensation maps if you switch to charge air based temperature compensation. 

Using Speed Density and MAF sensor together 

The Speed Density feature can also be useful in applications where the MAF sensor is 
present, but the amount of airflow is higher than the MAF sensor can measure. In this 
scenario, the ECU can be programmed to use the MAF sensor at lower mass airflow values 
and switch to Speed Density for the higher values. 
 
You can specify threshold values of MAF, RPM and MAP that are required for Speed Density 
activation. The ECU will activate the Speed Density feature only when all three of these 
values are above their respective thresholds. 
 
The threshold values are implemented using hysteresis. The 1st value should be higher than 
the 2nd value. The feature will activate when the parameter rises above the 1st value, and will 
deactivate when it falls below the 2nd value. 

 
You can also use the Speed Density feature in applications where the amount of airflow is 
lower than the MAF sensor can accurately measure. In this situation, enable the “Activate 
BELOW thresholds instead of ABOVE” checkbox. The ECU will activate the Speed Density 
feature when MAF, RPM and MAP are all below their respective thresholds. 
 
The default value for the thresholds is zero. If you use the “Activate BELOW thresholds 
instead of ABOVE” checkbox, then the feature will only be activated when all three 
parameters are below their respective thresholds. Therefore you need to set a high value into 
any thresholds that you are not using, otherwise the feature will not activate. 
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Launch Control Feature 

 

 

Method of Operation 

Activate the launch control as follows 

 Ensure the ‘Launch Control Enable’ checkbox is ON for the current Map Switch Mode 

 Engine must be running and Vehicle must be stationary 

 Press clutch pedal and move the gear stick to 1st gear position 

 Quickly press the accelerator all the way to the floor 

 Adjust launch RPM using the cruise control stalk 

 Release the clutch to commence launch 

 

When Launch Control is active (clutch pedal depressed), the rev limit will be set to the 
‘Launch Control Rev Limit’. This limit defaults to the 'Launch Control Rev Limit Base" value 
and can be adjusted up and down using the cruise control stalk. Select "Res/Acc" to increase 
the launch RPM and "Set/Cst" to decrease it. An alternative method of adjustment is 
available for vehicles without cruise control. 

 

When the clutch pedal is released, the rev limit “restores” according to the 'Launch Control 
Rev Limit Delta, This 2D map, indexed by elapsed time, has multiple columns to allow you to 
set up a multi-stage system for best results. 
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Adjustments are provided that allow you to lower the AFR and retard the timing when the 
vehicle is stationary in order to create pops and bangs. This adjustment is removed as soon 
as the vehicle starts to move. 

 

The Launch Control feature is deactivated when one of the following conditions occurs: 

 The elapsed time exceeds the last column on the ‘Launch Control Rev Limit Delta Map’ 

 The driver lifts off the accelerator 

 The driver performs a flatfoot shift 

 

Integration with Map Switching Feature 

The Launch Control Feature can be 
enabled in ROAD mode, RACE 
mode, or both. Select the 
appropriate checkboxes in the 
“Enable LC/FFS/AB/PGRL” map. 
 

 
 

Vehicles without cruise control 

Set the launch control rev limit as follows: 

 Ensure the ‘Launch Control Enable’ checkbox is ON for the current Map Switch Mode 

 Engine must be running and Vehicle must be stationary 

 Turn on rear window demist switch 

 Press clutch 

 Increase engine speed and hold at desired launch RPM 

 Turn off rear window demist/defogger switch 

 The check engine light will flash to indicate that new limit has been saved. 

Vehicles with automatic transmission 

Activate the launch control as follows 

 Ensure the ‘Launch Control Enable’ checkbox is ON for the current Map Switch Mode 

 Engine must be running and Vehicle must be stationary 

 Press brake pedal and move the gear stick to a “forward drive” position 

 Quickly press the accelerator all the way to the floor 

 Adjust launch RPM using the cruise control stalk 

 Release the brake to commence launch 

 

Ensure that the launch RPM is below the stall speed of the torque converter. 
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Boost Off The Line (BOTL) 

RaceROM allows you to specify a pre-launch manifold pressure target for each mapswitch 
mode. The ECU will dynamically retard and advance the ignition timing in order to achieve 
the target. 

Launch Control Manifold Pressure Target  
This map allows you to specify a target manifold pressure in order to generate “Boost Off The 
Line”. 

Launch Control Ignition Timing Base  
This map specifies ignition timing based on Manifold Pressure Target and RPM. Retarding 
the timing generates more manifold pressure. When calibrated correctly, the ECU should be 
able to maintain the target pressure prior to launch.  

Launch Control Ignition Timing Proportional 
This map applies an adjustment to the base ignition timing based on the difference between 
the target and actual manifold pressure. If the pressure is below target, the map will retard 
the timing further, if the pressure overshoots the target, the map will advance the timing. 

 

 

 

Example of use 

Please see our website video showing the adjustable Launch Control feature in operation. 
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Flat Foot Shifting Feature 

 

Method of Operation 

The Flat Foot Shifting Feature (FFS) is activated when all of the following conditions are met: 

 ‘The Flat Foot Shift Enable’ checkbox is ON for the current Map Switch Mode 

 The vehicle is travelling faster than the ‘Flat Foot Shift Minimum Speed’ 

 The accelerator amount is greater than the value in the ‘Full Accelerator Threshold Map’ 

 The driver is pressing the Clutch pedal 

 

At the moment when the Flat Foot Shifting feature activates, a temporary rev limit is set that 
is slightly higher than the current RPM. The ignition timing is retarded by a specified amount 
that reduces engine torque while preventing the RPM from rising too rapidly. When the driver 
completes the gear change, the temporary rev limit and timing adjustment are removed. 

 
The Flat Foot Shifting Feature is cancelled when one of the following conditions occurs: 

 The driver releases the Clutch pedal 

 The driver lifts off the accelerator 

 The vehicle speed falls below the value in the ‘Flat Foot Shift Minimum Speed Map’ 

 

Note: Flat Foot Shifting is not available on vehicles fitted with Automatic Transmissions. 

 

An AFR adjustment is provided that allows you to richen the mixture during the shift. The 
richer AFR cannot be measured from the exhaust gas due to the operation of the rev limiter. 
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Integration with Map Switching Feature 

The Flat Foot Shift Feature can be enabled in “Road” or “Race” modes or both by selecting 
the appropriate checkboxes in the “Enable LC/FFS/AB/PGRL” map. 
 

Safety feature (Auto Lift) 

The Auto Lift safety feature can be enabled when Flat Foot Shift is turned off. For example, if 
FFS is only enabled for "Race" mode then Auto Lift will operate in "Road" mode. If the driver 
attempts a Flat Foot Shift in the wrong mode then the Auto-Lift feature will momentarily close 
the throttle in order to soften the shift and prevent mechanical damage. You can enable 
Auto-Lift by selecting the appropriate checkbox in the "Enable LC/FFS/AB/PGRL" map. 

Example of use 

Please see our website video showing the Flat Foot Shifting feature in operation 
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Auto Blip Feature 

 

Method of Operation 

When the driver down-shifts while braking, the ECU will blip the accelerator. The amount of 
accelerator to apply and the duration of the blip is controlled by the ‘AutoBlip Pedal 
Percentage Map’ as shown in the diagram below, this is a 2D slice through the 3D map. 

 

The Auto Blip feature is activated when all of the following conditions are met: 

 The ‘Auto Blip Enable checkbox’ is ON for the current Map Switch Mode 

 The vehicle is travelling faster than the Auto Blip Minimum Speed 

 The driver presses the brake pedal, followed by the clutch pedal 
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The accelerator blip is immediately cancelled when one of the following conditions occurs: 

 The driver releases the Brake Pedal 

 The driver releases the Clutch Pedal 

 The vehicle speed falls below the ‘Auto Blip Minimum Speed’ 

 The Auto Blip timer reaches the end of the map 

 

Note: Auto Blip is not available on vehicles fitted with Automatic Transmissions. 

Integration with Map Switching Feature 

The Auto Blip Feature can be enabled in “Road” or “Race” modes or both by selecting the 
appropriate checkboxes in the “Enable LC/FFS/AB/PGRL” map. 
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Flex Fuel Feature 

The Flex Fuel feature allows you to tune the BRZ/GT86/FR-S for Ethanol based fuels (E85 
etc). When running E85, we are able extract more energy from the fuel and this leads to 
more power. 

In order to utilise the Flex Fuel System, you need to install an aftermarket Ethanol Content 
Analyser to measure the Ethanol content of the fuel. In testing, we used a Zeitronic Ethanol 
sensor that has a 0-5v analogue output signal depending on the Ethanol content of the fuel. 
This signal can be imported into the factory Engine ECU through the Rear O2 sensor input. 
You must then turn off the ECU Long Term Fuel Trims so they are not affected by the 
Ethanol content signal. 
 

Fuel Ethanol Content 

The Flex Fuel Ethanol Content map calculates Ethanol Content based on the voltage input 
from the Ethanol Content Analyser (the input formerly used by the Rear O2 sensor). The 
Zeitronic sensor provides a linear output of Ethanol Content Proportional to Voltage. 

 

Fuel Volume  

When running on E85 we need to increase the amount of fuel volume that is added per 
cylinder fill, the extra fuel volume amount is typically between 25% and 35% more depending 
on the method used to increase the volume. The Fuel Quantity Multiplier map adjusts the fuel 
quantity according to Fuel Ethanol Content and Coolant Temperature. 

 

A separate Fuel Quantity Multiplier map is supplied for use when the engine is cranking. 
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Ignition Timing and High-Load Enrichment  

Along with extra fuel volume we also need to advance the Ignition timing as Ethanol takes 
longer to burn and longer to release all its energy, for this reason we need to advance the 
timing on full load. In addition, since E85 burns cooler than gasoline and is less prone to 
knock, we can lean the mixture slightly on full load. The Ignition Advance and Enrichment 
maps shown below are only applied when the Engine Load exceed the value in the Flex Fuel 
Load Threshold map. 
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Programming 

Programming Procedure 

Once you have configured the patched ROM, you should save it to disk and then program it 
into the vehicle in the normal manner. Consult the EcuTek ProECU user manuals if you are 
unfamiliar with the correct procedure. 

After programming the ECU, you must perform an “ECU Reset” and then turn the 
ignition off and back on again to reinitialise the ECU memory. 

  


